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Chapter 1

The first day of college tends to be daunting for most people, and Jason was
no exception to that. The young gentleman stared toward his alarm with

pure hatred, opening his mouth to let out a loud yawn and slamming a fist upon
the button to shut up its beeping. Pulling a plush blanket away from his chest, he
stumbled out of bed, looking to replace his bat-decorated pajama pants with torn
jeans.

Accomplishing his first task, he made his way to the fridge, eyeing some of
the red liquid within. A scowl twisted on his face in disgust, but he would have
no time to hunt down a meal at this hour. He was always rather sluggish at dusk.
Running his jet-black claws through a mohawk of locs, the vampire resolved to
suck it up, quite literally, and snatched up a bottle of blood. He proceeded to the
microwave, refusing to suffer it cold.

While it heated up, Jason made his way to the bathroom, grabbing a tooth-
brush for his fangs and grinning to flash them in the mirror. No wonder the hu-
mans were so afraid of him—his jaws were lined with daggers, not a blunt tooth
to be seen. He chuckled to himself, recalling how that was one of the many things
they got wrong. The undeath part, though...well, they were mostly wrong. For...
normal vampires.

He didn’t dwell on that subject now, however, and rather inspected the scars
on his greyish sepia skin. He’d throw on a shirt in a moment, but just had to look
at the jagged, healed laceration across his chest where his heart had been ripped
out. Echoes of pain still reached him through his dreams, but he tried not to let
it bother him too much. Years of working for the vampire royals had turned his
skin to theoretical stone, but even stone could chip.

Ding!
Delightful, breakfast was ready. Jason grimaced and turned away from the

mirror, passing by his laundry basket and snatching up a solid black shirt. He had
not studied human culture enough quite yet to get any fancy band shirt, but for
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him, it was secretly on the menu. He’d learned to decorate his eyes with black
make-up, at least, which apparently looked wonderful on him.

Anyway, Jason pulled out the jug of blood, letting out a sigh and placing
it upon the table. Mustering up the patience, he began to chug it, warm liquid
spilling into his mouth, some drops down the sides of his lips since he wasn’t the
most clean of eaters. He couldn’t help but shudder at the less-than-savory flavor.

This would be so much better if I went after one of the ‘marked’, he thought to
himself. They were so utterly afraid of him anyway that hell knew he wouldn’t be
able to gain permission to bite one like the living vampires on campus could.

Prior to taking off entirely, he grabbed a second jug, this one full of faintly
glowing blue liquid. Mana. It flowed through his veins, powering him where his
absent heart could not. Without it, the necromancy magic keeping him alive
would fade to leave him just a corpse. Something he wasn’t, not right now. More
like... frozen in time, in some ways. On the edge of both life and death, at the
same time.

Scowling, he grabbed his backpack, shoving a few textbooks into it. They
were a mixture of subjects on magic, science, mathematics, human history, and
more. Magic fascinated him the most, even if he could never be as advanced as
the humans. He didn’t mind so much, considering his vampiric powers made up
for it. Besides, it wasn’t as though he couldn’t learn it at all, he merely could not
advance as far.

The college student slung his backpack over his shoulder and exited his apart-
ment, walking into the darkening night. Given the new moon and heavy cloud
cover, the sky was pitch black, but the campus was decorated by various lit street
lights along the sidewalk.

Thank goodness days were getting shorter so that he could leave the parasol
at home. The thing was useful for preventing Jason’s skin from lighting on fire
due to the sunset’s dying rays, but it could be rather cumbersome and doubtlessly
turned heads.

Speaking of turning heads, the mouthwatering scent of blood pumping
through people’s bodies hit Jason’s nose, reminding him again of his sorry break-
fast. His glowing crimson eyes fastened on a group of living vampires in the dis-
tance.

The humans smell delicious, but a vampire’s scent is a delicacy, Jason told him-
self, letting out a soft groan. Ever since that ritual where he was turned into this,
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he felt a craving for his kind. Given that he was opening up more to the coven he
joined on campus, perhaps he would talk to the ‘boss’ about it sometime soon.
Again. With more depth.

Wandering along a smooth pale concrete sidewalk, Jason couldn't help but
hone in on the vampires in the grassy field he’d scented. Casually, he wandered
closer, catching sight of someone familiar. Speak of the devil...

The boss.
One of the most powerful vampires in the country, a breed known as a royal,

was a professor here at the University. His name was Ares, leader of The Crows, a
gang that protected Elapid City.

A gang that, despite Jason’s dark past, accepted him with open arms once he
showed that he changed his ways. Not just through words, either—when Jason
was finally released from that cell, he ended up protecting several human students
from outside attacks on multiple occasions by fighting enemy vampires off. Luck-
ily, this gained him favor with his new family.

Anyway, Ares was a vampire with spikes for earrings going all the way down
his pointed ears. He had several other piercings, like spider bites on one side of
his lip and eyebrow hoops. He had a side-shaved haircut, with silky ebon hair
tipped in red. He had quite a bit more scarring than Jason, in fact Ares’s pale flesh
was littered with them. At the moment, he wore a leather jacket with chains hang-
ing out of the pocket of his black jeans.

The vampire gang leader said to the group, “So, ya gotta pay close attention
to the blinkin’ bracelets. That means they’re marked and open to being bitten.
They get a huge sum of money for it, it’s like their job. They opt into it if they
want sucha reward, understand? Absolutely NO use of venom. You’ll be killed if
you use pain venom, and imprisoned if you use paralyzing venom. Do NOT take
too much. They will be brought to the health ward once bitten for a look-over,
and administered a spell to promote blood cell growth. This all make sense?”

The vampires nodded, the varying straight, focused expressions indicating
that they understood. With that, they were dismissed by Ares, free to wander
around campus though under watch at first to ensure they understood the system.
Jason watched a few of them wander toward some of the various brick buildings,
some built to mimic the architecture of castles, some with marble columns for
the aesthetic.
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When the area was clear, Jason moved closer to Ares, giving a bow, which
caused the vampire gang leader to scoff. “What did I say about bowin’? Not need-
ed! C’mon now, yer adapting to being a decent person well.” This vampire, to say
the least, was odd. He sometimes kept up an accent that sounded Bostonian in
nature, and sometimes had a Romanian accent. Jason couldn’t figure out why, re-
ally, nor did he ask. He straightened up, raising a brow and brushing a loc from
his face. After a pause, he nodded.

“Yes, boss. It is a force of habit from when I flew under Ash’s wing. Before
I go to class, I wanted to inquire about a certain...issue,” Jason managed to say,
shifting from foot to foot. Suddenly, he felt his stomach clench, and he had to
avoid looking Ares in the eye.

The gang leader tilted his head curiously and questioned, “What’s it? You al-
right?”

After a pause, Jason blurted out, “I get cravings to drink living vampire blood.
I am aware that I am an abomination, but you ah... would possibly know of this
debacle?”

Ares’s lip twitched for a moment as he processed what Jason said before
bursting into laughter, clutching his stomach. Jason grew confused as the other
vampire wiped a tear from his face. Then, Ares reached out and placed a hand on
the confused gentleman’s shoulder. “Listen. You’re not an ‘abomination’, alright?
Get that outta your head. I went out of whack chomping on other vampires, and
I got more power from it. I only eat enemies, though. Unless I get permission,” he
said, winking before continuing his pep-talk. “What I do is by choice. The widdle
humans fear me, and so do vampires. IT’S HILARIOUS! But nah, yer situation
is... a bit more odd. Whatever you’ve become from that ritual must have affected
you quite a bit. I wouldn’t worry about it other than considering asking permis-
sion for a bite. Are ya able to sustain on human blood?”

“I am,” Jason confirmed. He didn’t mention the little detail about the marked
generally trying to avoid him. “The cravings go away for a while after I drink hu-
man blood, until I need to feed again. Thinking on it that way, perhaps I can calm
down—”

Suddenly, Jason froze. He pulled out his phone and checked the clock, only
to realize...

“Damn it. I will be late if I don’t get going now. Thank you, boss. That
helped,” Jason said to Ares, waving him a farewell.
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“Ya. HEY! Don’t forget to do your attack-magic homework, there MIII-
IGHT be a pop quiz!” Ares shouted as Jason turned and began to speed-walk
away. Jason chuckled, giving a nod over his shoulder, making a mental note to pay
close attention to his note review.
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Chapter 2

A s Jason approached a looming brick building with geometric arcways and
large windows, labeled Deville's Creature Studies, he glanced over to a

group of humans standing in the grass. Though he was moving quickly, he spot-
ted someone’s hand glowing brightly before, within their palm, a ball of flicker-
ing fire formed. Then, there was a flash of light as a student instantaneously trans-
formed into a little songbird. They hopped about on the grass for a moment,
chirping away.

Though he feared humans learning magic prior to his change for the better,
Jason had to admit, watching their powers blossom was pretty interesting. It
would take decades of hard training to become extremely dangerous, but their
determination was doubtless.

That in mind, Jason entered the bestiary hall, darting by various paintings of
eagle-headed lions and lion-headed men. Admittedly, this class fascinated him
the most, and was the one he paid close attention to. Even Jason had no idea
about the hundreds of thousands of magical creatures that existed throughout
the realms, including on Earth. The humans had forced them into hiding, but
many were emerging now that vampires ruled the planet.

Which made this class extremely important for humans and those like him
with limited knowledge. He gave a nod of respect to a woman he passed by who
was covered in gleaming raven feathers up to her neck, and had wings rather than
arms. She had bird’s legs as well, and in her claws was a mop. It wasn’t every day
one saw a harpy janitor, but she was friendly despite having a somewhat scratchy
voice.

“Ooo, don’t be late this time, Jason,” the harpy screeched with a chuckle.
Jason’s face flushed and he shrugged his shoulders, increasing his pace. “I am

sure I won’t be, Ms.Strigi. Or, rather, I sincerely hope not.”
Ms. Strigi reassured him by saying, “Not yet. Hurry hurry!”
The vampire didn’t need to be told twice. Lucky for him, he arrived at a beau-

tifully carved wooden door just in time, letting out a sigh of relief as he pushed
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it open and shuffled toward one of the few open seats in the room. By his clock,
he had a mere 2 minutes before he’d be embarrassingly late—something that had
happened several times now. At least he was getting better as he adapted.

Strangely, he felt a gust of cold wind hit him. Due to his own odd magical
biology, he wasn’t bothered by it in the least, but noticed a few shivering students
that brought their jackets closer to them. Oh yes, Dr. Deville told us to bring jackets
in an email, Jason thought, having forgotten one. Luckily, he really didn’t need
it.

He glanced toward the rows of seats, ignoring the wary glances cast his way.
Since the seating was formulated in an acute angle, rows located farther away the
more one went up, he had to climb stairs to find a spot. He was told this was like
a ‘modern american movie theater’, whatever that meant. Eventually, he found a
right-handed desk and placed his bag down, relieved to at least not have anyone
sitting next to him.

The students behind him, though, began to whisper, causing a scowl to
form on his face. With his enhanced hearing, he could easily make out their
words—they probably knew that, too. “Are we sure he’s changed? I don’t think
someone just turns a new leaf that fast. Just last semester he wanted people like
us in cages.”

“I doubt it. He’s a monster, more so than the living vampires. At least living
vampires have compassion. Whatever he is... we don’t even know if he has emo-
tion left, or if he’s faking it.”

“Hasn’t he rescued a few of us on campus?”
“Tch. When I see it, I’ll believe it. He even radiates the cold. It’s freezing here,

more so than the rest of the room. I wish he’d go sit somewhere else.”
Jason narrowed his eyes and tried to tune them out, regretting his decision

to listen. He felt a pang of both anger and guilt. How much did he have to do to
prove himself here?! Those idiots shouldn’t have to see it to believe it. Didn’t word
spread fast? Or were they just blinded by the fact that they saw undead vampires
as even worse than the living ones?

Unlike living vampires, he radiated a chilling aura. While living vampires ra-
diated heat due to their metabolism, his state resulted from the mana flowing
through his veins. Like everyone needed another reminder as to what he was.

I’m living too. Just another form of it. All of my organs work. All of my senses
work. I retain my emotion, damn it! Jason thought to himself, baring his fangs and
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lowering his head. He rested his elbow on the table and his chin in his palm, his
posture tense and his expression growing more sour.

The classroom door opened again to reveal their professor striding in. Dr.
Darcia Deville was a muscular woman with a dark skin tone just a few shades
lighter than Jason’s. Her hair, sparkling like onyxes in the light, spilled down her
back in waves. Just like seemingly every other professor on campus, she was cov-
ered in scars. One of her eyes was a deep brown tinged in red, but the other was
glazed over with yet another scar over it. She didn’t seem too bothered by this.
Today, she wore a choker with long spikes, complemented with some reddish
makeup that went beautifully with her complexion, and simple jeans with a white
T-shirt that had a paw print on it.

The Tasmanian Devil shapeshifter had a white rat resting on her shoulder,
one that was equally as scarred. Jason could sense that the animal was really just
someone in ‘familiar form’, or a simple shapeshifting spell anyone could utilize if
they practiced it. Granted, the rat had been here out of form with the professor
several times before, so Jason already knew who it was.

His thoughts were interrupted by the professor reaching the front of the
classroom and turning to address the students. She cleared her throat, her one eye
glinting in a serious manner. “Greetings, students,” Dr. Darcia said, placing her
hands on her hips. “Today’s lesson will be a bit stressful for some of you. I wanted
to warn you right now, and I know I said it in the email, but reiterating it is im-
portant. You need to be able to handle creatures like this and battle either with
or against them. Granted, if you can handle vampires that slaughtered many of
you, you can probably handle this... but... well. You’re about to meet one of the
undead.”

Several eyes fell upon Jason, who shrank in his chair. Darcia gave an aggres-
sive, guttural growl, causing the attention to snap back to her. “Something VIS-
IBLY undead.” With that, she approached a tall, wide door that led to a large
room. Creatures waited in there to be introduced to the class, and with that
warning, many students leaned forward in anticipation.

The professor reached out and closed her clawed hand on the door, pulling it
open to reveal the mystery behind it. A resounding gasp cascaded from the class
as the creature who emerged was a sight to behold.

A floating human skeleton took their place in the center of the room, garbed
in a long white lab coat. Their ribs jutted out, absent of anything in the cavern of
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bone. A glowing blue string-like substance seemed to act as threads to connect
the bones. The substance formed in the area of a right missing femur to replace
the lost bone as well. On top of their head was a black hat with a feather of the
same color coming out from the center.

Within their hand was a cup of blue liquid. They gazed out at the room with
eyeless eyes, not a sign of life within them. After a pause, the skeleton opened
their mouth to speak. Their voice was feminine in nature. “Greetings. I am Dr.
Lisa Jones. I bear no ill will or harm. In fact, I was eager to meet the class of such
an intelligent researcher. I was a woman born in the early 1800s when...some-
thing ah, unfortunate happened, and I became a lich. Regardless, I’m here, and it
is a pleasure.” She gave a bow, her jaw chattering a bit.

Jason’s eyes widened considerably at the lich, rubbing his arm. He’d seen the
walking dead before, but not like this. He couldn’t recall a zombie stripped of all
flesh, and this lich woman was just bone.

A dead silence settled on the class as they took everything in. The silence was
broken by someone in the back breaking into tears, trying to be as quiet as pos-
sible. The scent of fear permeated the room, and the lich drew her hands in to-
ward her chest, as if extremely nervous. Darcia reached up and placed a reassur-
ing hand on her shoulder joint.

The professor returned her gaze to address the class. “Now that you have your
initial reactions out of the way, suspend your bias. Dr. Jones here is a wonderful
person and has contributed to a ton of magical research from the shadows. As
you can probably already tell, this lesson is on the lich.” She turned and made her
way behind the desk at the front, pressing a few keys on her laptop before start-
ing up the projector. “As usual, you will be emailed the powerpoint, so you don’t
need to take notes other than what is discussed out loud today absent from it.”

Hushed whispers began to billow forth from the students, though Jason
tuned them out for now. His eyes were locked upon the lich in fascination. He
had yet to meet a sentient undead being like himself aside from other undead
vampires. His kind was new as of less than a year ago, so they had no idea their
own biology either.

Darcia continued, “Now, there are three types of lich on Earth. The zombi-
fied variant, the frozen variant, and what Dr. Jones is—the skeletal variant. Please
take note of the substituted glowing blue bone you see on her. This is actually
hardened mana, yes, the same substance we use for our magical fuel. The lich’s
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biology allows it to manifest its mana into structures like that and maintain it.
Normally, skeletal lich don’t feel strong emotion, but that isn’t the case with Dr.
Jones, who is a rare exception.”

The lich nodded her skull, wringing her bony hands. She clicked her jaw to-
gether before fixing her sockets on Darcia. The professor waved her hand to indi-
cate it was her chance to speak. The lich looked back toward the class, floating a
bit closer, much to the dismay of some human students, who shuddered consid-
erably.

Dr. Jones said, “Lich like me are mana vampires and can draw it from living
creatures. This does not kill you, but severely weakens you and renders you unable
to cast until you restore it. We can intake mana like normal beings, however our
power gain grows more potent if we sap it from others.” Several students flinched
at this new information, causing the lich to wave a bony hand. “Oh, no, do not
worry! I bring no harm and have willing donors, my assistants, you see!”

They remained unconvinced, but Jason had other curiosities he wanted to
know pertaining to him. Slowly, he raised his hand, causing the professor’s eye to
land upon him. “Yes, Jason?” Darcia asked.

“What would happen to those given life by mana should a lich drink it from
them entirely? Would they perish?” he asked. He wasn’t afraid of the answer by
any means; in fact, it excited him. He loved facing dangers head on, and this tid-
bit of knowledge would be wonderful to know for future reference.

Dr. Jones turned her attention to Jason and nodded her skull. Her jaw clicked
in thought for a moment before she said, “I have devoured the essence of another
lich before. I took all, and it killed them.” Seeing several faces drain of color, she
waved her hands again quickly. “Oh, they were evil! An evil lich. Our species
clash with one another at times! Aha, really, there is no need for the alarm.” Her
tone of voice was edged with anxiety now, much to Jason’s surprise. It made her
feel more...alive.

Darcia’s eyes were fastened upon Jason curiously, and she motioned him up
to the side of the class as Dr. Jones continued to speak.
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Chapter 3

In a low voice, the professor asked as Jason arrived, “I’m curious. Can I do a
comparison point for the class? You can decline if you would like. I’ll enlist

the help of this idiot too.” She poked the rat on her shoulder, who hissed in irri-
tation. A smirk crossed her face at this.

Jason chuckled and nodded, providing a kind smile with the hint of fangs. “I
am always willing to help, yes. This is surely an opportunity for you. The other
students might not appreciate my presence, but that does not stop me.”

Darcia nodded, saying in a serious tone, “I’m glad you don’t let their scorn
get to you too much. Hopefully they will realize you’ve changed for the better.
You shouldn’t have to prove yourself further, but here we are.”

The undead vampire rubbed the back of his neck and nodded in agreement,
but didn’t dwell on this. Rather, he walked over to where Darcia directed him,
now standing next to the lich. He didn’t gawk rudely, but rather focused on the
frowning faces of his fellow students as the professor wandered back over herself.

Their professor reached up to her shoulder, allowing the rat to crawl onto it.
Then, she kneeled down, letting the creature take its place on the floor. The rat
skittered to the other side of Jason, so that the three were standing in a line. Then,
it shimmered for a moment, shifting into its true form.

Standing shoulder to shoulder with Jason was a tall, muscular vampire with
pale flesh dotted with laceration scars. His dyed-white hair was slicked back and
fell down to his shoulders. He had many golden piercings, including some rings
on his eyebrow and down the cartilage of a ripped ear. His ears were rounded,
unlike Jason’s. His crimson eyes also didn’t have a glow, which was another vari-
ation from the undead vampire. He wore a simple, torn grey shirt and tattered
jeans.

The professor moved toward the three humanoids presented in front of the
class, clapping to get everyone’s attention. “Look here. This is a rare opportunity
for comparison, alright? We have a lich, an undead vampire, and a living vampire.
My darling Robert Smoke here decided to volunteer as a labrat again, thank you.”
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She patted the white-haired vampire on the head for a moment, prompting him
to roll his eyes and snicker. Otherwise, he made no comment.

Now, Darcia looked back to the class. “Alright. As you can see, Smoke’s eyes
do not have a glow to them, which is something present on our undead vampire,
Jason. Standing next to Smoke, I can feel him radiating heat, unlike either Jason
or Dr. Jones, who are radiating cold. Dr. Jones, however, has the most freezing of
auras.”

Darcia paused to let that sink in, then continued. “As we all know, Smoke is
warm because of his high metabolism, whereas the other two are cold because of
their manaflow. It’s just the result of the magical and chemical reactions keeping
them alive. Jason was a born living-vampire prior to a ritual, and we can tell by
his pointed ears. Smoke, however, might be a living vampire, but he started off as
human. I know in human myth, ‘turned’ vampires generally are undead, but we
all know the truth is a species' conversion from one living entity to another. That
isn’t the case when going from a living species to undead. Theoretically... Some-
one could start off as a human, get turned into a living vampire, converted in-
to undead, and finally become a lich. The chances of surviving each transitional
state are extremely low, however, so that entire process is highly unlikely. Which
is a good time to move on to the final part of our lesson.”

Jason returned to his seat soon after, thinking all of this information through.
He jotted down a few notes on this subject, then glanced up as Robert Smoke,
the living vampire ‘example’, took a seat in a corner in the front of the room. Dr.
Jones remained floating there, her hands still close to her ribcage nervously.

She said, “The lich are experts in necromancy. We can raise the dead with
ease. We might not die of old age, but the process of being transformed into a
lich is extremely rare to survive. An overuse instance of necromancy, 99% of the
time, results not in a lich, but in death. When it does happen, we have a short pe-
riod of roughly a day to store our soul into a phylactery. This is an object that, if
destroyed, kills the lich.” She clicked her jaw together before giving a bow. “I will
be here for a while after class to answer any questions.”

Following this, the lich delved into details of her life a bit more, and how
she’d contributed to science and magic even after death. This eased the students
up a bit more, though several were still tense. By the time class was dismissed, Ja-
son’s head was swimming with information, but he was thrilled to have met an-
other undead creature.
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He exited the hall, having some time to himself before the next class. No
stars twinkled above due to the cloud cover, but he didn’t mind. According to
his weather app, it wasn’t due to rain until tomorrow. He glanced toward several
students shuffling away from him, who provided a nasty look to his glare. Sure,
this wasn’t a way to earn their favor, but he was particularly annoyed. The humans
need to learn to accept change, he thought to himself, shaking his head. Thank the
gods some were more open minded than others.

Finding himself a wooden bench to pass the time on for a while, Jason
lounged about, removing a handheld video game from his bag. He’d been intro-
duced to these forms of human entertainment for initial good behavior, and then
further upon joining the gang.

After a while, Jason felt a sudden chill, which was surprising given his aura.
He looked up to see Dr. Jones floating away from the hall, with several students
rushing away to avoid running into her. Curiosity got the better of him, and he
stood up, making his way over to the lich.

Her skull hung a little as she wrung her hands constantly, turning to try and
greet people only to be met with fear. Some students weren’t afraid, but were too
busy rushing to another class to talk. Jason was an exception—he gave the lich a
wave before approaching. She raised her skull and tilted it curiously.

“Hello there, Dr. Jones,” Jason began politely, resisting the urge to bow. Such
a force of habit might take a while to be rid of. Anyway, Dr. Jones nodded her
head in greeting, providing a small wave.

“Hello there. Ah, you were the unusual vampire in Dr. Deville’s class, who al-
lowed her to compare! What is your name?” she asked softly.

“My name is Jason. Indeed, I am. The lesson as a whole was fascinating,” he
said, reaching up to tap a claw upon his light stubble. Several stares were on them,
thankfully more of curiosity than anything. The vampire really did not want any
more scorn right now. “I didn’t think I would run into you around here.”

“Ah yes, I wanted to get some fresh air... even though I do not need to
breathe... Yours was the last class, so I’m not spoiling the surprise for anyone. My
senses still work, so the scent of the outdoors is calming,” Dr. Jones said, motion-
ing toward the forest. “Though someplace quiet might be nice. Might I ask you
to join me? I am very curious, I will admit, about what you are.”

Jason nodded, standing up and stashing his handheld into his backpack. “So
long as I can ask questions as well.” Truthfully, one might question whether he
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was being wise going along with a mana-’vampire’, but he trusted Dr. Darcia Dev-
ille wholeheartedly. She was among the most respected people at the university,
and if she found Dr. Jones was safe, then he did too.

The two wandered toward a forest of pines, to which Dr. Jones stared at for
a long while with her eyeless gaze. Finally, she asked, “Do you think there’s mon-
sters in there? Scarier ones than us?”

Jason furrowed his brow and scratched at the short stubble on his chin.
“Maybe. I’ve fought off vampires who want to torture the humans for the hell of
it. They’re certainly monsters. I...was one, at some point, who wanted to shove
them into cages. It’s why they are wary. I’ve changed, but I cannot blame them
for scorn too much. However, at the same time, I wish they would realize that is
not my view anymore.”

Dr. Jones nodded, running her digits over her humerus. “I see. I wish you the
best for swaying them, Jason. They...seem to be afraid of me. This was to be ex-
pected, however. In terms of my question, other vampires can be monsters, yes.
But make no mistake, your kind are not the only fanged ones to prowl. I can only
hope those in power do not enlist the aid of cryptids.”

“Cryptids exist?” Jason asked. He’d heard human skeptics questioning such
magical creatures, but did not consider it much himself when he was enlisted un-
der a different royal. With many emerging from the shadows, those monsters be-
ing on the list was less than surprising.

“They do, just not how humans have written them,” Dr. Jones said, waving a
bony hand. “Much like your kind. Speaking of which, you are an anomaly. Born
of a ritual. You should not exist. How exactly did you come to be? You and I...we
are very alike.” Her tone was tinged with curiosity.

Jason wanted to ask more about the idea of mysterious monsters, but his
hand flew toward his chest, and he closed his eyes. “...My sire ripped my heart
out. That was the last thing I felt before waking up like...this. I became like him.
The very monster in the humans’ writings. Some of it is right. I burn in the sun,
it’s some sort of side effect of the ritual. Some of it’s all wrong... I’m burned by the
blood of Hades, or objects enchanted by him. I believe it’s because his blood was
used in the ritual to sire the first undead vampire. My sire.”

The lich clicked her jaw and turned her skull as she heard the sound of
rustling in the trees. A chilling breeze settled, one caused by neither Jason nor
her. This couldn’t be anything important, could it? Autumn was sometimes cold
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in this region. Still, Dr. Jones focused on a shadow she swore she saw in the dis-
tance before refocusing on Jason again.

“Fascinating. Thank you for telling me this. In all of my research, I have never
heard of such a ritual. I became an assistant to Charles Darwin, you see. But...cer-
tain stories and animals fascinated me. Magical anomalies, not that I knew at the
time. When I discovered magic buried away by our higher-ups, I was a laughing-
stock. I became a good, compliant woman, and researched within my bounds.
But my curiosity got the better of me. I found the skeleton of some unknown
animal. I sensed magical properties. I...wanted to raise it to study. There was an
ancient book that told the secrets of necromancy. I practiced in order to raise it.
My magic backfired during a... different situation. Long story short. Here I am,”
the lich scientist explained. No doubt, there were missing fragments to the story,
especially when it came to her turning. “Cryptids have always fascinated me. Es-
pecially after I confirmed several,” she said, quickly changing the subject.

“You confirmed—” Jason began, but suddenly was cut off by a bone-chilling
wailing coming from deeper in the forest.
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Chapter 4

D r. Jones’s tone shifted to an eerie one with a slight edge of fear. “Jason. That
was the scream of a spirit. Is this forest haunted?” the lich scientist asked,

turning to fix him in a eyeless stare. The vampire gave a half-shrug, his glowing
red eyes glaring off into the distance. He drew his tongue over his lips, a light grin
settling on his face.

“No idea. But perhaps we’re in for some action,” he growled, craving the po-
tential bloodshed. His bloodlust had a place, for perhaps this was another chance
to show the damn humans that he meant his change.

The screams increased in volume, and soon white figures began to rush past
the lich and the vampire, out from the depths of the forest and toward center
campus. Well, that was new, and whatever it was moved far faster than it could
hope to be evacuated.

The lich and vampire exchanged a ‘glance’ (as much as an empty skull could,
anyway), and began to run/float back to where they’d come. Jason was faster than
Dr. Jones, so arrived at the grisly scene first.

Several students were shrieking in agony, on the ground and covered in their
own blood, which was pouring from them to an alarming degree. Lacerations
lined their arms and legs, their skin ripped open by translucent attackers. Said en-
emies were humanoids without the lower half of their bodies, who were shroud-
ed in various bits of flowing cloth, their mouths far too wide to be natural. Their
sockets were eyeless, dripping out some black substance that held no scent.

The grassy field began to form frost since these fiends were so cold. Seeing
the humans under attack, Jason burst into action, utilizing his vampiric speed to
dart in front of someone being attacked and attempting to rip the spirit away. His
hands went right through them, but his claws nicked the thing’s own hardened
blade-like nails.

The entity released the human for a moment and turned, fixing Jason in its
horrifying glare. It paused, hair flowing like ribbons behind it. When it opened
its mouth, its jaw was lined with serrated fangs, quite like his. It let out a scream
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that ripped at the vampire’s ears, forcing him to stumble back. He then fell onto
his buttocks, letting out a loud, angry snarl.

Then, it suddenly lunged at him, tackling him to the ground and grabbing
the sides of his face. “Youuuuu’re like the masssssterssss.... Join us... rip shred...
feed... do what you were made to...” the fiend hissed in an ethereal voice that
seemed to have an echo.

That’s when the thing let out a loud howl of agony, a beam of black-colored
magic slamming into its side. Suddenly, what looked like glowing blue veins
formed vessels within the thing, and its opacity increased tenfold. An ear split-
ting scream erupted from the thing again, but Jason took this opportunity to
check whether or not he could attack it now.

He raised his claws, and they split through the thing like gelatin. Well, that
worked, at least. He shredded the being further, then grabbed his bag, rapidly
pulling out a first aid kit.

“Here,” he said to the shuddering student, who suffered ribbons of blood
gliding down their flesh. “Stay still and let me help you.” He then proceeded to
dress their wounds with disinfectant and gauze.

While he did this, Dr. Jones floated past him and gasped. “Mirror spirits?! I
have not seen cryptids in such numbers in five years!”

Mirror spirits?! Are you serious? Jason thought to himself, letting out a hiss of
alarm. None of the spirits seemed to target the vampires, either—they were fas-
tened on humans, clawing them open. Jason finished dressing the other student’s
wounds, then stood up, narrowing his eyes.

“I was able to stop one just now, but there’s so many, and they seem to just
fade out at will,” the vampire snarled.

Dr. Jones clicked her jaws together and waved her hand. “That’s why I shot a
spell at it—my necromancy forced solidification. If we don’t find the source, their
mirror, though, we will be overwhelmed. One step at a time! I will force them
out, and you will have to shred them. Let’s do this.”

With that, Jason rushed forward, acting as a butcher to, well, ghosts, he sup-
posed. This debacle admittedly baffled him, but he did as he was told, rescuing
several students from further damage and distributing gauze. He wasn’t alone,
either, as some living vampires darted in to help out as well. Several spilled out
from the hospice, which caused the chaos to be ever on the increase.
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When there was finally a moment of peace, Jason looked over his shoulder to
the forest. His enhanced sight allowed him to spot glowing red eyes... like his. He
let out a loud growl and bunched up his muscles, launching himself toward the
intruders. He shoved several of his locs out of his face as he entered the shadows
of the forest, dodging between a few trees.

“GLORY TO THE SIRE!”
Jason almost ran face-first into another vampire, letting out a snarl of sur-

prise. “The hell did you just say?!” Jason snapped, drawing his claws and lashing
her across the cheek. He could sense her aura—it was freezing, like his.

Her skin was a sickly pale, and blonde hair spilled down her back with streaks
of blue in it. Her blade-like fangs were bared in a sneer toward him as blood
seeped out of the lacerations Jason left on her face. She didn’t even flinch, and
rather began to stalk around Jason.

“I said, ‘glory to the sire’. The one that you abandoned, Jason. There’s a chance
to return, you know. Surely you feel that pull. The humans are livestock. I am
unsure what changed your mind, but you must return. The shepherds here care
far too much for their sheep, and you’re included in that,” she said in a silky, but
aggressive, voice. She was garbed in a red and golden outfit, one decorated with
bats.

“...He’s back?” Jason asked breathlessly, his voice tinged with fear for the first
time in a while. He shook that out from him, his hand suddenly shooting out and
wrapping around the other undead vampire’s throat. He brought his face close to
hers and snarled, “You can tell him and his ilk that I’m not interested. This is my
home now. I will fight fang and claw to defend that.”

He threw her to the ground and made to pounce, but she was too quick, and
suddenly shoved him from behind against a tree. A hand held him by the back
of his neck as her voice snarled into his ear, “He is not. We do not know his lo-
cation. But his loyal followers will claim his kingdom for him, and it will be here
for when he returns. You will serve with us, whether willingly or not.”

Like hell was Jason going to accept that. The vampire bucked, shoving back
with all of his strength and throwing her off. Then, he whirled, charging for her
and snapping his jaws upon her arm. Blood flowed into his mouth, cold but still
delicious. Evidently undead vampires could still appreciate blood from their own
twisted kind. From there, he ripped off a chunk of flesh, spitting it aside before
going for another. A sickening squelch sounded through the air, satisfying, deli-
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cious. In retaliation, his enemy sliced him across the face and neck with her claws,
which was payback for his initial attack. His flesh was ripped open like a serpent
bursting from its shed skin.

Regardless of their battle here, however, it was evident by the white forms
rushing past the two battling undead vampires that the spirit source was still
very much active. Therefore, Jason abandoned his target so quickly that she was
shocked momentarily from pursuing him. Suddenly he was there, then he was
not.

Jason rushed through the forest, utilizing his senses to locate where others
like him, unfortunately, could be. His glowing red eyes fell upon a group of un-
dead vampires, too many to take on himself. Having to think fast, he skidded to
a stop in front of them, panting.

A male vampire with tanish skin, long black hair, and garbed in the same uni-
form as the woman Jason had just attacked glanced over to him. In his claws was
a mirror, one that was glowing with an eerie blue light. From the mirror burst
forth several ghostly white figures that glided relentlessly toward center campus,
where attacks were currently underway.

Recognition flashed in his eyes as he stared at Jason, tilting his head. Before
he spoke, however, Jason opened his mouth and said, “Wait. I have been in-
formed the sire has returned. These disgusting fiends have held me under lock
and key. You know I was among the most loyal of subjects. I seek to return, to re-
claim the kingdom.”

The vampire holding the mirror scowled, the group of them exchanging
glances. Doubt was evident on all of their faces, but Jason didn’t need them to
believe him. He just needed to shock them for a brief moment so he could lunge
forward and tackle the vampire down!

Glass shattered as Jason punched the mirror, shards of it embedding into his
flesh and the holder’s. More blood poured from the wounds, the sharp pieces jut-
ting out rather uncomfortably and staining with the vampire’s blood. Not only
that, but suddenly, claws were sinking into his back and shredding it. Honestly,
Jason didn’t care. He’d succeeded in his mission here, and now his goal was to
survive.

He attempted to twist away from the other vampire, but only ended up
tossed aside, then on his back with fangs shoved against his throat. Jason wore
a shit-eating grin, unable to help himself but laugh. “Couldn’t convince you for
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even a minute more, eh underlings?” he asked, running his tongue over his lips in
triumph.

His enemy tossed aside the broken mirror, useless now that it had shattered.
He then raised his fist and punched Jason, hard, in the shoulder, causing searing
pain to rip through the vampire. He’d heal this, but it might take longer than he
needed right this moment.

The other undead vampire snarled, “You’ve grown soft, Jason. You cannot de-
ny that you are ascended. Far more powerful than any living vampire. All of them,
this entire campus, are livestock. We will bleed their food dry so they weaken,
then pounce and gorge upon their blood. They had resilience to the bloodlust, I
will admit. No reports of frenzy despite their livestock bleeding in large amounts.
Regardless. You will join us, whether you seek to or no—”

Chains edged with spines lashed out from between the trees, wrapping
around the male vampire’s throat and throwing him against a tree again and
again. The other undead vampires hissed in alarm, looking one way, then another.
More chains followed, wrapping around them and tearing through flesh, sending
out sprays of cold blood splattering against the trees.

One grisly set of chains separated a vampire from his limbs, arms and legs
ripped off with several crack!s, quite like humans when they broke lobster claws
to devour the flesh within. Screams of agony erupted from the vampire as his eyes
exploded shortly after when the chains proceeded to weave into them like mag-
gots burying into flesh.

From the shadows emerged Ares, who shouted, “Hey, good job with the mir-
ror Jason! Now it’s my turn to save your ass!” Jason grunted and closed his eyes in
relief, rubbing at his bleeding cheek with his good hand. He then began to pick
out the mirror shards from his fist as Ares disposed of a few enemies.

The terrifying royal vampire lunged for one of the ensnared undead vampires,
sinking his jaws into his neck and tearing it out. He chewed on the chunk of flesh
and swallowed it, taking delight in his feast. He, however, was far from done.

Blood covered him as he cackled with glee, lunging to rip through another
vampire’s chest only to recall that this breed had no heart. “Oh, well that isn’t
fun. I’ll fuck you up in a different way, then.” He proceeded to raise his claws and
lash downward, disemboweling her and pulling out her innards. He was celebrat-
ing as if this was confetti at a party.
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At this sight, naturally, the remainder of the vampires fled into the forest.
Ares dropped his now very-dead target and gave a boyish giggle, launching into
the deep-woods after them.

Meanwhile, despite one of Jason’s arms being useless, he needed to carry on
and return to center campus. The mirror might be shattered, but the remainder
of the spirits were still attacking the students, judging by the distant screaming.
He weaved past some pine trees, leaping over several winding roots before return-
ing to the scene. About a dozen spirits remained, clawing at several students as
Dr. Jones shot spells to solidify them.

Jason wasted no time in lunging for one of the spirits ripping into the arms
of a student he recognized—someone part of the pair who was haggling him ear-
lier in class. He didn’t hesitate upon realizing this, rather pulled the spirit away
and began to tear into it with his claws. The spirit shrieked in his face, spitting a
black substance, probably some form of blood, onto his cheek as he continued,
relentless. Once it was rendered into ribbons, Jason turned and knelt by the hu-
man, inspecting their wounds and returning to his first aid.

A breathless voice hit his ear. “T-thank you... s-sorry for doubting you... Ja-
son... augh... the pain...” Jason blinked, not expecting an apology, but shook his
head.

“Look, just hang in there. I’ll get you to the hospice in one moment.” He
looked over his shoulder, spotting a remainder of three spirits. Considering the
other vampires were occupied, he took it upon himself to rip through one. He
hated abandoning this person here, but he’d help people to the hospice when this
was all over, and several vampires were rushing to drag people off to the ward any-
way.The immediate threat happened to be the ghosts trying to tear people to shreds,
of course.

For now, it was time to clean up the final players in this attack.
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Chapter 5

J ason faced off against the final spirit, solidified due to Dr. Jones’s spells, but
something of which was larger than the rest. The spirit had long, flowing hair

and a soft jawline, feminine in nature. Their jaw opened wider and wider, beyond
the capacity that it really should. The wail that cascaded from the pit of its soul
caused Jason to tense up and let out a hiss.

He, however, wasn’t about to back down. He drew his claws and began to
slice at the spirit, glancing over toward some approaching vampires. His allies.

“Bring the wounded to the hospice!” he demanded, narrowing his glowing
red gaze. “They need it. I will handle this.”

SLICE!
He took a deep hit to the cheek, which only worsened his initial wounds

from his battle in the forest. Baring his fangs, he crouched and leaped at the spir-
it, sinking his jaws into its mass and ripping out a gelatin-like substance. It tasted
of chalk and cobwebs, forcing him to gag and stumble back. Tears glided down
his cheeks as, the more he fought, the more wounds he took.

The spirit dodged another attempt from him to lock his jaws on its limbs,
utilizing long, blade-like claws to slice him across the eye this time. He jerked his
head back in time to reduce the depth of the wound. Therefore, his skin weaved
together and healed the damage.

Now, it was Jason’s turn. His own claws spread as he ripped another chunk
from the spirit, this time half of its face. A black substance continued to pour
from it, much to Jason’s disgust. It continued to be absent of any scent, which
alarmed the vampire.

When the spirit lunged to lock jaws on Jason’s arm, he spun out of the way
and let out a cackle. This dance of battle invigorated him. He lunged forward and
back, removing as many bits from the spirit as possible. The clashing vampire and
ghost exchanged several more blows, Jason keeping his calm despite being on the
edge of a frenzy.
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Finally, however, Jason dealt the last blow, drawing back his fist and punching
the spirit, forcing it to glide back. It was as tangible mentally, apparently, as a liv-
ing opponent, so Jason took this opportunity to pounce and bring it down. How
it had ‘brain function’, the vampire had no idea, but he wasn’t about to allow this
opportunity to slip through his fingers. He ripped the flowing substances apart
bit by bit, ignoring the screaming that sounded in his ear the entire time.

Thankfully, the evil spirit was vanquished, and he was kneeling there trying
to catch his breath. Jason rubbed his temples and stood up, rolling his shoulders
back and narrowing his gaze. He met the eyes of the other student that’d been
behind him in class—a woman who’s friend he’d rescued just moments before.
There was no scorn within her expression now. Her friend had been helped to the
hospice by other vampires in the field.

He raised a brow as her eyes watered, and he held up a hand as she opened
her mouth to speak. “Don’t say sorry. You were wrong about me. I’m aware of
that already. Let’s just get you to the hospice.” Having taken the words out of her
mouth, Jason helped her walk along until she arrived at the very bustling hos-
pice. He picked up a few other wounded students along the way, nodding to oth-
er vampires doing the same.

He entered a large building marked ‘hospice’ with a red plus symbol beneath
the words. Wasting no time, he walked through the pristine white halls, sterile
as evident by the strong scent of chemicals wafting through the area. The staff
were rushing around, to the point where the humans Jason was aiding weren’t ad-
dressed for several minutes. When they were finally taken care of, Jason turned
to take his leave.

“Wait,” the classmate he’d rescued called out, causing him to turn his head
and raise a brow. “Thank you,” she said sincerely, giving a light smile. Grinning,
Jason returned it before continuing on his way.

His shoulder was already starting to heal, though would certainly ache over
the next few days. He was most certainly still feeling everything and had full use
of his nerve endings despite being undead.

He arrived at the center of campus again to survey the area. The grass was
stained with several puddles of blood, and his stomach clenched as he wondered
if there were any corpses carted away from the attack this time.

After a moment, he spotted a floating skeleton with a completely tattered lab
coat, and no hat to be seen on her skull. She was wringing the joints on her hands
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as he approached, though her demeanor shifted as she allowed her arms to hang
there. She tilted her skull, providing the vampire a small wave.

“Thank you for your help,” Jason said, motioning around the campus. Several
students limped off with the aid of vampires, and soon the area was cleared. Every
student and professor that passed by was as tense as a snake about to strike. Sever-
al vampires darted toward the pine forest, no doubt to hunt down the remaining
enemy vampires and figure out exactly how they got into the forcefield surround-
ing campus. Jason himself was too exhausted to join for another probable battle.

The lich scientist nodded her skull. “Some students, at least, are less afraid of
me now. I think we make a great team, Jason. But you emanate power. You do not
utilize your necromancy potential. Do you?”

Jason ran his tongue over his lips, slowly shaking his head. He looked away
from her, rubbing the back of his neck. “No. It is not something I am ready to
explore. I’ve sensed my affinity for it since being turned into... this. But I have
avoided it.”

“Why?” she asked, clicking her jaw.
A long pause washed over them, and Jason replied quietly, “I do not want to

drag the dead from their graves and potentially deny them of free will. It just does
not seem right. I know there are ways to pull their souls from the underworld,
but I am not quite ready yet.”

Dr. Jones nodded, floating closer and tapping the edge of her lower jaw. “You
might never be ready, Jason. Your skills could be potent...you could raise the dead
for a good cause. I think a way around this is to ask the souls. If they are not re-
born yet, they could give permission for use of their bodies in combat. However...
in a tough situation, sometimes, you might need to make morally questionable
decisions. Especially if it is to protect those still alive.”

“Is that what happened to you?” Jason blurted out, his hands flying up to his
mouth as he instantly regretted the tone deaf question.

The tone of the lich’s voice did not change to offended, but rather, melan-
choly. “Yes. I held the same views as you, Jason. I hesitated. Someone very close
to me died that day, where I could have utilized my talents and saved them. Fol-
lowing that, if only I had not fallen into deep grief after my sister was slain, I
would not have been compelled to try and raise her, soul included. A skill far be-
yond my reach at the time.” She motioned to herself, then turned away. “Do not
turn out like me. Practice, Jason. And if the situation falls in line with your tal-
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ents, where you must raise a corpse to save someone, do not hesitate. I will see
you around—perhaps even as a professor here. Get some rest, please.” With that
farewell, she floated away, leaving the vampire to mull things over in his mind.

Then, however, a hand fell upon his good shoulder, causing him to wince and
hiss. Jason turned his head to stare at Ares, letting out a sigh of relief.

“Ya did good,” the vampire gang leader said with a proud tone. “No casual-
ties. They got through a hole in the magical force field... undead vampires. Like
you.” He scowled and spat off to the side. “Can’t catch a break from either them
or aggressive kingdoms, now can we? But. You stood yer ground. Excellent job,
Jason. You never cease to prove me right about you, bud.”

The tension in Jason’s muscles he didn’t know he had was released as he let
out a sigh of relief. The undead vampire gave Ares a huge grin, but that soon fad-
ed into a light frown. “Attacks seem to be more persistent, boss. How long will it
take for the humans to learn magic and counteract this? The first generation of
strong mages?”

“Unfortunately, it will take several years. At least four for intermediate pow-
er. Not enough to face off against royal assholes like me... but enough to defend
themselves against general vampires. For now, it’s our job to protect them and the
harmony here. Hey... yer still bleeding,” the gang leader said, pointing a claw to-
ward Jason’s cheek.

Jason reached up and felt a bit of blood on the tips of his fingers, giving a
shrug. “...They must have used silver-tipped claws. I’ll dress these wounds and
be on my way—oh hell.” He reached into his pocket, realizing that his phone
was mercifully not broken, even after that combat. During this, he inspected his
knuckles, which were healed over by now from the glass shards. Well. At least
mirrors aren’t partially made of silver any longer, he thought to himself with a bit
of relief.

When he checked the time, he realized he had exactly a minute to get across
campus to his next class. Even with his heavily enhanced speed, he was cutting
it close—and utilizing his energy to heal from the battle would slow him down.
Plus, since silver was poisonous to vampires and slowed their healing, it might in-
duce general weakness as well, even if exposure was very short. The cut across Ja-
son’s cheek and neck suddenly became very inconvenient.

Despite this, Jason waved Ares off. “Look, I have to get to class, I can’t be late
again!”
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“WAIT! Shouldn’t you rest?! You just—” Ares tried, but Jason rushed off
mid-sentence. He might be the boss and a professor here, but Jason simply
couldn’t hear him out right now.

Otherwise...he’d be late! And he couldn’t have that again.
The End
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Author’s Note

G reetings!
Thank you so much for taking a look at my story! I’m a self-published

author, and this takes place in the world I’ve crafted. It’s an alternative Earth set
in a dystopian setting. I would really appreciate the support if you’d like more
writing!

Please let me know via review or email about regarding your thoughts on this
piece. You can contact me at therealdesastr@gmail.com. Cheers!

Visit my website: https://therealdesastr.com/
If you’re interested in the Cobratongue Universe as a whole, you can grab the

whole novel! Buy it here: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B097JP1Y1Z
To learn more about the lich, visit this link: https://therealdesastr.com/lich/
To learn more about undead vampires, visit this link: https://therealdesas-

tr.com/undead-vampires/
And thank you so much for your support!
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Did you love Learning of the Lich? Then you should read Cobratongue Universi-
ty: Professors & Kings by Des M. Astor!

The world might be shattered around us, but I'm not about to give up hope.
It's time for me, and many other humans, to learn magic.

Elapid City has established a magical college known as "Cobratongue Uni-
versity", where people like me can draw from our inner power and utilize the mag-
ic that humanity has since erased from history. That isn't the case any longer.

The vampire wars ended just a few months ago, resulting in the death of half
the human population. Yes, you heard me right–a number in the billions. To say
we're in a dystopia is an understatement.

I'm among the few lucky humans who neither ended up dead nor livestock
for the monsters. My name is Professor Luna Miller, and it's my job to both learn
magic and teach vampires wanting peace more about human literature within
this magical college.

Anyone can learn magic. Everyone has the ability to rise to legendary mage
status. But it takes dedication, and decades to master the craft. Not to mention,
quite a bit of pain along the way.



All this while trying to survive the world's new rulers that want to purge this
established harmony… Oh. And did I mention many other formerly hidden mag-
ical creatures are now emerging from the shadows and joining the fray as well?

CONTENT WARNING: Extreme gore, graphic consensual sex (BDSM
themes), hints of parental abuse, profanity.

This is Book 1 Version 1 of "The Cobratongue Saga" series.
Read more at https://therealdesastr.com/.
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